Our Entrepreneurs
Spaar-In
SPAAR-IN is a unique combination of a loyalty-, discount- and marketing
platform. It aims to help small/medium companies, with low spending margin,
to increase customer retention and satisfaction by offering various perks for
its users. The customers will receive points from contracted companies based
on the amount spent. The points being accumulated and/or spent at any of
the contracted companies.
Contact: Info@spaar-in.nl

ROCK YOUR LIFE!
ROCK YOUR LIFE! is a social start-up making its movement from Germany to
the Netherlands. The goal of ROCK YOUR LIFE! is equality in education
through empowerment. Entrepreneurship and mentoring by students for
students are the core of the program. Do you want to become part of an
international network of change makers and experience a social enterprise
during its exciting and challenging start-up phase?
Contact: Info@ryl-mentoring.nl

Shiftly
Shiftly is an intermediary that focuses on connecting independent companies
and Shiftly employees for single shifts in the Dutch hospitality industry. By
integrating technology with advanced software, the focus lies on making
processes easier for both parties whilst needing a lower margin. Automated
systems thus allow for above average pay-outs with below average costs,
making it attractive for all sides.
Contact: Viktor@shiftly.nl
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Bosco Farm & Suites
Bosco farm & suites is an under-construction agritourism based in Alaior,
Menorca (Spain). The unique “farm” concept is designed to satisfy our guests’
six senses, a growing demand across the world where transparency,
simplicity, quality, and flexibility are at the core of our values. Bosco farm &
suites aims to provide an authentic stay, where the guest feel at home by
continuously personalising and choosing the type of experience they want to
have, while ensuring a minimal impact on the environment.
Contact: Paula.franceschini.ochoa@gmail.com

Sackets Harbor Cocktails
Sackets Harbor Cocktails started as four amigos with a passion for bartending,
struggling to find any good cocktail bars in The Hague to demonstrate our
skills and techniques we have picked up from all the corners of world. Our
solution was to bring the cocktails with us wherever we go. The four of us
have influences from our own multicultural backgrounds, seven nationalities
between us, as well as international bartending experience from eight
different countries, fourteen different cocktail bars within them and most
importantly; four different personalities to bring a smile to your face.
Contact: Otto@sacketsharborcocktails.com
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